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Christie D
I am finishing off my French
quilt for Richard my good friend
and Fantastic Deep tissue body
Body worker. He has a love for
everything French. I’m in the
last phase, which is choosing
the perfect border. Hopefully
Sew and Sew still has this
butterfly fabric.

Right: Pillow shams for our queen sized bed.
Daisy inspired me to begin using the ruler
technique for quilting. I used the flower ruler at
the bottom, and am in the process of using my
same foot for free motion meandering. As
always I received help in the construction of my
shams from Nodja.

Left: Fabric from Sew and Sew, curtain for my
newly decorated bathroom. We recently had a
walk in tub installed, and a new floor. And
once again Nodja helped me design this sexy
valance. There is also a skirt that hangs from
my little makeup shelf.

Daisy W
This quilt is from a "kit" put together by
our guild. I added the solids and made a
bunch of HST. I used a new ruler to do
the quilting...

I picked up this panel thinking I don't
know what. I hate panels! Always
skewed and difficult for me to figure
out something other than simple
borders. I tried it with a companion
fabric in a One Block Wonder..awful.
So, back to big borders. Oh, well.
Now I need to figure out the quilting.
Maybe Sharon L will do it.

Evelyn H
Here are pictures of two quilts I made
recently. The first one was a birthday
gift for a dear friend. When I asked
her what her favorite colors were she
pointed to a rug in her living room and
said any color in that rug. So I took a
picture and chose fabrics to match.
The block is called Aunt Eliza’s Star.

This is one of two place mats I made for another friend
as a birthday gift. I love the “card trick” block!

Grace V
Here is a colorful quilt I made
at the quilt retreat in Eureka in
March. I just need to bind it
and hope it will make someone
happy in these hard times.

Jenna G
Quilt in progress…

Auditioning fabrics with the
help of Ruby

Kim R

Original fabric on back

Poppin’ Poppies — my first one-block wonder. Bert, my husband, was impressed with Dee’s quilt
displayed at Sew ’n Sew last summer. He has a background in organic chemistry — who knew his
favorite molecules are made of hexagons? He requested a dark red and black wall hanging for his
office/sanctuary and I thought this fit the bill nicely. However to him dark red means burgundy, plus
this is just too psychedelic. I’ll think of something to do with it…. meanwhile he might have to wait till
I’m in the mood to attempt this again.

Left: I finished piecing the main 12” blocks of
this “Stargazing” quilt top for Sew ’n Sew the
week before the infamous tree fell through the
roof. Tackled the sashing during SIP. It is a
nice example of the colorful selection of Aged
Muslin series at Sew ’n Sew.
Above: Warm welcome quilt using donated
fabrics. My first use of Electric Quilt design
software.

Kathy M
Sylvia Pippin designs.
Sashiko whales.

This will probably end
up as a pillow gift.

Nodja J
Enjoying my time at home. Doing sewing
for others as well as getting some fun
things done for myself. Enjoy sitting in the
sun in my rocking chair with the new
cushions. Take a close look, I did not plan
it but the bird matches up.

Also made a couple masks
for Class of 2020 graduation.

Nancy K
Pattern is Floating Squares by
Jenny Doan. A more sedate
color palette for me.

This is called Fanfare from
the Simple Shape Quilts
book. Pretty much the
same colors shown in the
book.

Sandy B
Quilt for Project Sanctuary

Touch quilt

Sharon B
I made this quilt at the
start of SIP out of Paul
Bunyan donations of sock
monkey fabrics. PB is
now selling tickets for a
drawing which will
happen as soon as they
get $75 sold in tickets.

Sharon G
From the Heart Hunters' FaceBook
page: “Found this cutie at the Fort
Bragg Quilt Show. Quilts were hung
on the iron railing around the Veterans
Hall. Ocean Wave Quilt Guild did the
show and the quilter was Sharon
Geiras. Thank you Sharon for
allowing me to post your art.”

Sharon L
Howard and Huki Lau share a love of
banana slugs (which Huki has
learned to call "gastropods"). So, a
natural Christmas gift would be..... a
plushie banana slug, of course!
Sluggo's about 18" long.

Sherry W
Finally made ME a FOX quilt.
Going to name it Foxy Smart!

I started this heart wall hanging at the retreat in
2018, finished it last week. My first attempt at
walking foot quilting. Little wonky but it’s a start.

Christmas wall hanging. I have
vowed for the last 3 years to make
a Christmas Quilt, so although it
may be small, here it is.

Zig Zag Path. This was a Block of the Month
from December 2018 presented by Nancy K.
I love it!

Tina P
This past month since the
last show and tell has been
a busy one sewing wise for
me. I like it though because
with deadlines, I tend to be
more productive. Last
month, I shared the Dragon
Quilt that I made for my
daughter. I have lots of
leftover fabric, so I made
her this robe as well.

I also wanted to say a few things about machine
embroidery. I know the general consensus of quilters is
that machine embroidery is somehow cheating. I want to
defend that stance as it takes more decisions, creativity,
and work than most people think. I made two growth charts
for my granddaughters with Anita Goodesign embroidery
software, however, I put a lot of effort in designing them the
way I wanted them to look.

The last photo are a few casualties,
RIP Dead Thread…

Also, It literally took me 30 hours to complete each one.
If you send out your quilt to a long arm quilter,
generally, that is a digitized computer program, no
different than digitized embroidery. Even most quilting
patterns are created on a computer. With all of that
said, the bottom line is that everything we take the time
to make is an expression of our creativity. And It's Fun!!
To my mind, that is the point. The animals in the growth
charts are Felted Wool Applique. I wanted them to feel
as nice as they look.

